ACROSS

1) Moll's leg
4) Nigerian currency
9) Moth-repelling wood
14) That Geller feller
15) For everyone to hear
16) Serve, as stew
17) Word before "humor" or "will"
18) Capable of compassion
20) Narrow shelf
22) First name among Yankee greats
23) Scrambles to keep secret
26) Touch lovingly
30) Walk with a bounce
32) Take down a peg or two
34) Manning of the Giants
36) Swung at sea
38) Strange hoverers
39) Honored woman
41) Inches closer
43) Trucker's alert
44) Old West command
45) Puts on the line
47) Two-____ paper towels
51) Flowerlike bract
52) "... upon receipt ____"
53) "more solemn"
54) More solemn
58) Assassinated
60) Bowler's feat
61) Moms have it
67) "Alamitos" or "Altos" lead-in
68) Where some teams play
69) Cause a knot to be not
70) Tokyo of yore
71) Sheets of cotton
72) Home addition?
73) It may become hoarfrost

DOWN

1) Sly quality
2) Songwriter Harold
3) It makes outdoor play suitable
4) With nothing to hide?
5) Hollywood's MacGraw
6) Suffix with "invent"
7) Former NYC mayor Giuliani
8) For this purpose
9) Actress Danes
10) Word before "drop" or "drum"
11) Killer banned in 1973
12) Inn serving
13) Color to paint the town
19) Old cousin of "Heck!"
21) Baby word
24) Assured vigor
25) Did a farm job
27) Birds now raised on farms
28) Downplayed
29) Pub perch
31) Some fruit trees
33) Spot in the distance
34) Source of poi
35) Durable wood
37) They may make you lose sleep
40) It may have a beautiful big mouth
42) Sofa or bench
46) Hid away
49) Cars that don't need gas
50) Dover fish
52) Kind of boot
54) Embryo
56) Destroy bit by bit
57) Plant new seeds
59) Stubborn person's word
61) Kind of "gift"
62) Stat for a pitcher
63) Take after taxes
64) Blast supplier
65) Native American of Utah
66) Spy org.